VIRTUAL STAND EXAMPLE

All virtual stands will be listed as these ones below:

By clicking on the box, customers can access the "stand" that interests them, and your brand will look like this:
Due to the current pandemic, Chvand has become one of the leading digitally-lead event management agencies. The services we offer for companies and organizations interested in digital events are the following:

- Planning and design of state-of-the-art virtual events
- Selection of virtual platforms
- Proficiency in managing events over virtual platforms
- Management of virtual and hybrid summits
- Promotion and marketing campaigns
- Event execution
- Sponsorship brokerage

When the event is already online, the stand will be seen within the platform as follows:

The video can be set to start automatically or by clicking PLAY. It will be linked to your YouTube channel, or to the web if you are interested in that option.

On the right side, you will see all the information about the Company, its social networks and website where you can add a special offer for attendees.

Below there will be a button to be contacted by interested customers, and the company will receive an email advising it of that contact.

In that same area you will see that there are several tabs, one to chat in public with the option to speak in private directly with the interested person. There is also a list of people connected at that moment for whom you can create polls or a list of questions.

More information is in the link below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqhAM9c7jnE